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EDITORIAL 

Bridging the Gap th h 

! ras Interdisciplinary Learni 7 nverdisciplinary Learning 

< | Our issue this month focuses on matters of diversity in the engineering community. Diversity is a 
a, = loaded term, as it can take on a variety of meanings according to the context of application. Often used | eres i . : a a eh ae eo | tocharacterize matters of race, culture, socioeconomics and other demographic issues, diversity can also 

= be used in terms of education. 
Colleen Kelly, 

Waiting Editor Students at UW-Madison are fortunate to have a plethora of coursework options available to them rang- 
ing anywhere from the sciences to the liberal arts. In times of rapid technological change and global 

communication, it is essential for students to take advantage of such perks of higher education, and seize the opportunity to become 
scholastically well-rounded individuals. 

Early in our undergraduate years most agonize over what will be the best academic avenue through which they can impact the world. 
Upon making this decision, one becomes apart of a specific segment of the academic population. Whether the choice is Industrial 
Engineering or Communication Arts, it is very possible for students on the UW-Madison campus to encounter the same 50 individuals 
and types of courses for the remainder of their education. For example, business majors may never venture far past the doors of 
Grainger Hall, just as some engineers rarely stray east of Randall Avenue. 

With this, it is fair to say that choosing a major makes our immediate world a little bit smaller. It doesn't have to be this way. Ona large 
campus with a population of over 40,000 students there is something to be said for recognizing a familiar face. Although being out- 
numbered is an intimidating experience, the benefits of moving out of our academic comfort zones far outweigh the temporary moments 
of uneasiness that result. 

We have our own little "melting pot" of majors right here on the Engineering campus with the Technical Communication certificate pro- 
gram. Because it attracts students from a variety of majors, the curriculum encourages students to interact and share their diverse range 
of knowledge with one another. 

Some students may be English majors or strong writers looking to channel their abilities into a scientific field, while others are scientists 
looking to hone their ability to clearly communicate their knowledge. Central to the program is the idea that there are practical com- 
munication skills that persons from all types of backgrounds must possess. 

The program provides different windows of time for each type of major to thrive. Designing a web-site, for example, requires editorial 
and grammatical ability for content, and a technical-savvy individual for design. The Technical Communication program is an example 
of how it is possible to bridge the gap between two seemingly unrelated areas of academia. 

The moral of the story is that while there is not a single academic path that leads to success, students who are able to both understand 
and articulately express themselves in a variety of subject matters are well-equipped to emerge as leaders in society. The most effective 
communicators of the future will have a quality education such that it incorporates a combination of academic content. 

The process of crafting higher education is similar to that of ordering from a menu at a restaurant. 
Although we must commit to an entrée, there is nothing in place to prevent us from choosing the 
appetizer sampler as well. Students should satisfy their appetites for learning by taking on and 
embracing something new rather than giving into the temptation of the familiar. z 
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A True Asset eee 
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By Jonathan C. Hedstrom have created an environment where presence in every major market in the BE "everybody is selling to everybody. There is world," says Davis. A great example is 
or more than 10 years, Japanese com- so much information being exchanged that General Motors, which owns part of 

Finns have held at least half of the someone needs to understand the design Suzuki, a Japanese company. Suzuki, in 
spots on the U.S. Patent and specifications and benchmarks." Without turn, has facilities in other countries. 

‘Trademark Office's annual top ten list for _ the ability to follow foreign innovation and — Corporations like General Motors are able 
receiving the most U.S. patents. production, American companies are at a _ to increase their profit margin by designing 
Acknowledging this international pres- competitive disadvantage. one product and distributing it globally. 
ence, employers know they need more And in order to ensure foreign regulations 
than an army of English speaking engi- Many of the major players in technical and laws are met, multilingual engineers 
neers. innovation are based in Japan and the U.S. are essential to understanding these stan- 

They share resources and expertise in their dards. 
According to Professor James L. Davis, established fields with others overseas in 
Director of the Technical Japanese order to create better, cheaper products. The ways products are developed, 
Certificate program at UW-Madison, glob- This practice generates the need for engi- designed and manufactured in these com- 
alization and the information revolution neers who are technically adept in both panies are becoming more and more coop- 

languages. erative between international counterparts 
Mio 7 ae - especially in the electrical, automotive [het os eitont £on 7 oT Yet to say that Japan and and chemical industries. Achieving this 
Ep py 9 ? Ve the U.S. are the only play- _ interconnectedness is a daunting task run PmRAe LC, RAMBO ES CHORm | i. ers in the global market- on the skill of multilingual employees. For 
fe DA z, RGEC | _ place would be like say- 
BHO, GOL #—pipegen | | iB _ quarterbacks and A quick search on —tLtT&bHAT LI . : kickers are the only ones M t f Itili I 

ced DREN oe playing a football game. onster.com for multilingua BIL V5. VM BIZ DWT, & | Sure they are extremely jobs in engineering yields 
HME P,, MEL) LFZL, erp ta Spanish, Japanese, Mandarin 
IB teh P ihe rik shadows. both. A. quick Chinese, German, and 

, l=h,e° * search on Monster.com French... 
for multilingual jobs l—>—— 
engineering yields those corporations able to overcome the 
Spanish, Japanese, _ barriers, the benefits are quite clear: profits. 

r ; Mandarin Chinese, A key factor in increasing profits is mini- 
( ee a German and French as the _ mizing cost of production. This is why pro- 
we er a most desirable. No one is ficiency in Mandarin Chinese is quickly 

saying that engineers will becoming a desirable asset in the work- 
vy be turned away from their place. The low-cost manufacturing that 

: jobs because of an inabili- China is able to provide is now a driving 
t ty to read the Japanese force in the production of many of today's 

Ee a title to this article, but commodities; it allows many businesses to ke Be cy : {¢ bilingual employees can succeed in the fiercely competitive global 
i “a i ak fill a niche that is not like- marketplace. A five minute "Made in Oa p f [3 ly to be endangered by China" scavenger hunt shows just how per- 

had i q 5 volatile markets and vasive this practice is. a F 2 ; i le J © changing times. 
i et . ie Because of the overall positive outlook on 

ae : je "American companies growth and the current large share that 
g PS fs either directly or indirect- China holds in manufacturin , Davis 

= | ees ly, through ownership of hopes to have a program in ‘cchnieal 
Professor James Davis during one of his Technical other companies, have a Mandarin running at UW - Madison in five Japanese lectures. 
oo eee 

aoe 
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years. It will likely be the first one of its 

kind in the country. Creating such a pro- : li Semiconductor memories have been developed 

gram is a daunting task; there are no course J p E g h wherein the mamory chip is provided with a 

books, and there is no precedent to follow. a anese to n J Is pipeline register (or Latch) which stores the 

2 address/write-data/read-data, ect., of requests 

These programs seem essential to Lindsey Trans lation other that the requests being preessed, which are 

Addison, an Industrial Engineering major : generated at approximately the same time, on the 

who is also earning the Certificate in (RKO RAD chip, these are known as register or pipeline mem- 

Technical Japanese. "You don't really get AED a TE AATIAY YY AE CHIC — ories. By these means, addresses and write-data 

exposed to technical lingo in regular for- a. 94%) ERM. oT HICH TINK eo — canbe supplied to the memory from the exterior, 

eign language classes, she said. "And as an p EEE SUMAN LTRE One Ie = and data read from the memory can be supplied to 

engineer, if you tell your employer that you od Mv ay Paso JEP THER the exterior of the chip independently on the 

can speak a foreign language, I think the “= ¥ 8 read/wtite operations of the memory itself, which 

day will come when they ask you to prove HTS PMH AE RMREN. YY*FN F< con reduce thesystem memory cycle time and can 

it by translating a technical document for IRINA TIA Y x eVERAN TOS, EN improve the throughput of the memory system. 

them, and it would be good if you can actu- LD. SEVADABDGEOT HUA, MAT Furthermore, a pipeline latch is also provided 

ally do it. AOR. RIMS BONNE ORS between the adress decoder input stage and the 

; sense amplifier output stage, and by dividing the 

With an upcoming six month internship in TRHNDABE, FET AROMR/ MERE Ad pwrtic operations of the memory itself into 

Japan, Addison will surely be tested on just MACHO TESMMMRE RM, yAFZELT” — coveral stages, the cycle time itself can be decreased 

that. She will be working in marketing for ARV OTAIK AA HEME TZEEL CS. — whileallowing for processing of each independent 

a mobile communications company, AE YAFLOANHT oS HMEAHSeE — Tequestin the various divided stages, and therefore, 

through a program sponsored by the Japan eee the throughput of the memory can be improved. 

External Trade Organizations. 7 . JH Rely bie Rie Furthermore, conventoinal memory, known as ciuediia eit SARS 
2h, YE ee . multiport memory, has been commercialized. This 

Traveling to exotic lands, discovering new YTOWH RIC BEM & S47 94% 5 *F% — mMemoty which hasa first portand second port, by | ,, 

cultures and gaining marketable skills are Rit. 4) AHORA M ME H&M 6 2n0 which reading and writing are performed with |@ 

just a few of the benefits of becoming a AP -FePMTSCemEy. 212%44 4 respect to addresses provided from the exterior, it} i 

bilingual engineer. And because of busi- Bee Tae Eke. OMe F is possible to access memory from these two ports |@ 

nesses’ desire to trade in foreign markets, at the same time 3 

there are, Davis says, "more opportunities = 

for international jobs than ever before. It's 
just a matter of who's going to get them." 

WE 
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i Uy, dae on IE 
ByYeonKim dents to be a new kind of interna- rl a. te 

hile many engineering student tionally responsible engineer, per- <a ee 
organizations work on projects ceiving themselves as part of the 
that benefit the university and solution to the world's problems. 

surrounding area, a group new to UW- The organization provides an inno- 
Madison is concerned with reaching out to vative way to educate these engi- [= “Wn eee 

nedy ¢ ities ide ers about how to address the fee Oh@y) 9 9 i needy communities worldwide. neers about how to address the ye ee ih ah 
specific problems faced by devel- ot “ye ete goa Ooi 

Engineers Without Borders-USA (EWB) isa oping countries and communities. ip y a ysis jig 
non-profit organization established in 2000 gE | i oe my 
to help developing countries with engi- Civil and Environmental : £ 1 M — is 
neering needs, such as clean water, ade- Engineering Professor Peter La rm a, quate sanitation, renewable energy, shelter, _ Bosscher led the effort to create the ia ae io i 
housing and appropriate, sustainable tech- new chapter of EWB at UW- i . og ne a 4 3 nology. According to its website, EWB is Madison. "I see a need fora univer- PS" ieee me also interested in training engineering stu- _ sity like this-an internationally rec- on ™ — age 8 

ognized university-to ee ij Der 3:30 oy & 
take some leadership for | = it, iv 3 i A ] | the majority of the peo- eet Viet. io ] ll Ae A 5 cal ple in the world. We [> Pk ses. tae |S 

ei nO ee daca "4 need to not only serve salen tary OS ee a © ORES ee ers =. »  theneeds of the 1 billion [Ezaah mua Go Giaasemahn oh nee as pte RP: eit Ua $ rich but also the needs of | Curious onlookers watch EWB members. CNC SMR rh asc Sra 1g te RS fee f Q sys " se N esa Eileen J the 5 billion poor," he 
Lege i ame * Cn a fig 2 says. "You don't need to have a PhD ora master's i) eo ge E degree in engineering to do these kinds of Rc tae aes pO iw $  EWB projects are conducted by _ activities," Bosscher says. "But you do have 5 ON ice a “ wi & groups of students under the — to have a heart and a desire to make a dif- 

Mo ee or © supervision of faculty and pro- ference." 
iisue. oe 1g fessional engineers from part- 

]We) = — nering firms or universities. Currently, the UW-Madison chapter is EWB members help dig a pipeline in Ecuador. working on a multi-year project. in 
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Rwanda, in partnership with University of ai ape ee 

Colorado-Boulder. They will be building a wi 

basic potable water supply for a village vo fags = 

devastated by the Hutu-Tutsi conflict and ‘ , in es Soi) ey hag as 

AIDS. Bosscher and Andrea Khorospour, a jd . eh ft a rie zs 

eo da ».. aie er ng 
We need to not only serve . ae vn® os , 

the needs of the 1 billion rich See Ee ew to eee ae 

but also the needs of the 5 ay aE re. Hae” OF Raa 
a ieee pe oe... Ih. me ti ¥ 

billion poor. ea” Od ps Ps, +2 ee 4 

senior in Biomedical Engineering, will fe My j die bp eemiae TR 

travel to Rwanda in March to make prepa- Fein sini ‘ ae Ghee j 
; a Riot rs et " “ee a 

rations for a larger group going in July. The ee af * as ie Le eee F 

roup will also likely assist in a sustainable ee BP oa. “il " a i rin 

land use and housing project in conjunc- et oe ee” we hp at ur 

tion with the Navajo nation near Gallup, | hel aft na if MG ti 3 Se ee ae Se 

New Mexico. They hope to obtain a grant i i — bias 4 * "b= ae a 

from the U.S. Environmental Protection a oe er alll Pree | re 

Agency to help pay for this work. Pe re ae mang 

WC = 1 ‘ imate ian te a i i er 
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EWB members consructing a potable $ 

water supply. = 

EWB has a vision of giving the needy of the x 

world a good quality of life through engi- Ecuador is a great example of one of the many places that EWB 

neering projects, which they believe will visits to try to make a difference. 

benefit national development in the long 
term. In order to achieve these goals, EWB 

still needs a lot of help, particularly in find- Id A 

ing more engineering professionals and GA x p 

students who are passionate about apply- 4 L 

ing their knowledge and skills to improve ad; }' 

communities. As it continues to grow, the j V ue 

organization will work to make a differ- . 

ence, one project at a time. WE >. ee EN G IN E E RS 

— 

Author Bio: Yoon Kim is a senior in as : W I T H O U T 

Electrical and Computer Engineering. He m 

wants to be a passionate engineer who B O D S 

makes a difference in the world, and he R E R 

would like to thank the photographers, 

Aaron and Alex, and the production people, [ J S A 

Robin and Steve, who worked on the arti- 
cle with him, and especially Prof. Bosscher Learn More on the Web at hittp://www.ewb-usa.org/ 

for his input and time. 
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By Jenny Tang The first step in building a bridge is to opportunities that our predecessors did not 

deny up the blue prints and determine the have; this in turn, allow us to reach educa- ( re Martinez-Diaz was walking purpose of the structure. According to — tional equality." 
to class on the first day of his col- Gwen Ebert, the advisor of LEED, the goals 
lege career with excitement and of the program are to bring in a diverse Similarly, Haver, a senior in Chemical anticipation. However, after entering his group of students (students of color and Engineering and fellow LEED scholar, is first class, he began to notice that he was women) to the engineering school. Ebert often confronted by Caucasian students one of only a few minority students, and _ says, "However, we cannot bring them in who complain to her that it's not fair that the only Hispanic male in the class. His unless they feel comfortable and have a minorities get scholarships. She does not excitement quickly declined and he started community of students to be part of and _ think these students realize how difficult it to feel uncomfortable. Two weeks later he can relate to. We are pretty aware of the cli- is to be in a field dominated by men. She went to his first LEED meeting, and found mate on campus and the rigors of the engi- responds, "Statements like that just prove he was surrounded by many other stu- neering curriculum. We are here to help why the scholarships for minorities are dents who looked like him and had with academic, social, and financial sup- necessary." 

encountered similar situations. port. We want students to stay, graduate 
and be cared for and supported." Ebert also feels strongly about misconcep- The Leaders in Engineering Excellence and tions surrounding why scholarships and Diversity program (LEED) place one stone Most engineering students can understand _ other services are provided for underrepre- in the bridge between students of under- the rigors of engineering curricula, but not 

represented backgrounds and the all students are aware of the campus cli- “The scholarship helps indi- University of Wisconsin-Madison commu- mate for underrepresented students at . . wae nity as a Gale LEED, formally known as | UW-Madison. Mattinez-Diaz and Carrie viduals obtain opportunities Diversity Affairs Office (DAO) scholars Haver attest to issues of campus climate that our predecessors did not program, is a community of dedicated and inequalities on the UW-Madison cam- have; this in turn, allow us to engineering students who are given access us. Martinez-Diaz, a senior in Biomedical ‘ ity”? to financial, academic and personal sup- Piheating and LEED scholar, points out, reach educational equality port. "The scholarship helps individuals obtain 
- LEED Scholar cr 

ee ea an | sented students. "Some people think of fg — pi a ee ee a o oe Nae these things as special treatment, when 
Rew a 1% ae ee te. ee Rae aes - really what looks like an unfair advantage oe A y Gees oN wih Ss Pg fc ; is really only a leveling agent. Students Re a o y Pee oO ay oo. clue eo f i sometimes do not realize the playing field eae : Boar ee a oul ye ; “| is not level and never has been." aera eee ae eo 
| y iL a el While building this bridge, there seems to | f 

be a shortage of workers. According to the y f Office of the Register at UW-Madison, 
} ? Sif there are 28,583 undergraduate students 

- s it ’ enrolled in the Fall 2003 and only 2880 (ten 
f e percent) of those students are minority stu- 

i we j : : al dents. ne  & : os a fy . 
—H » be om q ne on 3 Colleen Atakpu, a junior in Industrial 

N 3 Ag be) = 2 Engineering, believes many minority stu- 
. i 3 dents entering the college of engineering or 

Va ~ fF i|. any other college at UW-Madison have an 
Ay og P | automatic disadvantage. Atakpu states, 
we | |2 — "Some minority students feel that people 

The staff of the Diversity Affairs Office strives to make the college experience are going to stereotype them and they have the best possible for all students. In the back row left to right is Kelly Burton, to go above and beyond to prove them- Prof. Douglas Henderson and Signe Knudsen. In the front row left to right selves worthy." 
Tivona Ali Hill, Gwen Ebert and Melissa Harrell Robinson. 

eee 
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oe i 3 a 
NSS « q x Students working at the LEED scholars table at 

q 8 the Library. 

I a 

— LEED pro- change to the campus climate will come 

i 2. gram helps students achieve these mile- with a much larger percentage of under- 
aie stones, and over the past few years more _ represented students. WE 

a and more underrepresented students reach 
N » far and beyond the expectations estab- Author Bio: Jenny Tang is a junior in 

e lished by the program. According to Ebert, Industrial Engineering. Jenny specifically 

#|2 the percentage of LEED Scholars retained thanks Gwen Ebert, Advisor, UW Madison 
hI 2 through graduation is comparable to that and the DAO Staff for their time. Also, this 

2 = of the college as a whole. article is a result of some excellent team- 
ie work and collaboration on the part of 

& Students in the program they are required Justin, the photographer, Aravind and 
to attend all monthly meetings and main- Heather, the production-editors and des- 

LEED attempts to bridge the gap by tain at least 2.5 GPA. The monthly meet- _ giners. 
recruiting more high school students of dif- ings usually include speakers, resume 
ferent ethnicities and then keeping those — building workshops or networking among 

students here. LEED scholars are support- fellow scholars. Freshmen students are 
ed through having more access to tutoring 

and other resources. The difference is There are a little less than 700 

LEED helps funnel a very large campus . R fare cacti cone ¥ large campus underrepresented students in BOB'S COPY SHOP - Randall Tower 
the college of Engineering, 91 Let us help you with your next job. 

there are a litle less. than, 700 underrepre- of which receive the LEED + B&W Copies 
sented students in the college o . + Color Copies 
Engineering, 91 of which receive the LEED scholarship, . Tranepershcise Ss 

scholarship. The amount of money each + CD Duplicating J {eK 
scholar receives varies, however, the typi- required to attend "study tables" at Wendt * Color Calendars @ op 
cal amount is $1000 per year. There are a Library two or three times a week, where Printing mame re 
few large scholarships designated for stu- they have the opportunity to receive tutor- . hd — ay 

i . . . . + Business Cards ry) 
dents with certain backgrounds, majors ing and work with other scholars. This can « Brochures = 

and GPAs. help students make a smoother transition |» Newsletters Free pick up and delivery 

from high school to college during their * Bulk Mailing sg 
Universities are not the only institutions _ first year at UW-Madison. + Banners 

dealing with diversity issues. Industry * Laminating ray eee oo 
actually strongly supports the LEED pro- Ebert believes the diversity effort on cam- * Graphic Design saturday 12:00 - 6:00 

csi + a : + + Lars * Binding Sunday 42:00 - 6:00 
gram because it complains that Madison _ pus is an interesting and difficult problem. SAH Mote seas 
does not prepare its students to work inan _Inaconversation with Professor Henderson, Randall Tower 

environment with all types of people that College of Engineering Dean of Diversity Nee Street 
come from different status of life, ethnici- Affairs, Ebert complained about long work Coan 608-251-2936 
ties, and classes. In fact, all the funding for hours. The Dean responded, "Well, you bobscopy@chorus.net 
the LEED scholars is private. have to work until you get the job done." www.bobscopyshop.com 

Ebert exclaimed, "It's diversity! When will 
In an engineering student's college career, _ this job ever be done!" She believes, along 
there are a few milestones, such as surviv- with her coworkers, that it will be a good 

ing the first year, getting into a department day when they are no longer needed. Until 
and receiving a co-op opportunity. The then, Ebert says, the most significant 
——— 
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PECHNOLOGY 

By Martin Grasse the goals of Trace is j 
to develop new 225 

r The sight of handicap accessible accessibility prod- -_ er 
accommodations to public building ucts that are "mar- % — a Os 
entrances, sidewalks, parking ramps ketable and_ prof- z ws a ‘ =a 

and telephones are usual sights to most _ itable." SES, i: = . 
people today. It may be somewhat surpris- - Dit ctialiiy \ a 

ing to realize, however, that many of these According to an a y sue | tae 
commonplace adaptations did not exist 12- article written in x ti a b Hi 
13 years ago. 1990 by Dr. | : ye S 

Vanderheiden, there a ea Pa 
On July 26, 1990, Congress passed the were more than 30 <i at) — | a 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Its million people with "See so (Pr 
purpose is to provide handicapped indi- disabilities in the e i il 
viduals with access to employment, hous- United States. As | ; oe 4 
ing, public accommodations, education, — the population ages, ay i 
transportation, communication, recreation, this number _ is | ie ie De 

health services and voting. This law served growing _ rapidly. | cue “ "= 
as a major impetus for a wide range of Until recently, only A wa SS 9 
engineering innovations that address the a small percentage yi ga ey o i 
accessibility needs of millions of of engineering j \ (< | i Pie 
Americans. teams took this sta- a 4 3 i. m o 

tistic into account re Ve s me £ 
The minninn RETionn ink: i i Re 4 ry = 
The mission of Trace is to — during the design ccd. es ya z 

he ability of eld process. Instead of Fe Phat Mi 4 a = 
advance the ability ofelders =. deavoting to Pat oa en é 
and people with disabilities to make new products [| 1M 3 g 

live independently and pro- as accessiple as pos- fete is A previous one 
. . sible, add-ons were ion o je plane wheelchair tha‘ ey are working to 

ductively using technology. designed later to redesign and improve. 

meet accessibility 
Here at UW-Madison, the issue of handi- standards. Consequently, engineers are _ that if a user does not need them, they are 

cap accessibility is gaining awareness in taking measures to remedy the situation by _ not noticeable. One of the most prominent 
the engineering community. Two pro- moving accessibility to the forefront at the of these OS features is known as 
grams, Trace and the University of point of product conception. "StickyKeys," which permit the computer 
Wisconsin-Center for Rehabilitation user to press each key separately when per- 
Engineering and Accessibility Technology Over the years, Trace has pioneered tech- forming a multiple key operation. 
(UW-CREATe), have been formed with the _ nology in many fields, including augmen- However, if any two keys are simultane- 
mission of reengineering designs and tative communication, computer access, ously pressed, the function disables itself. 
processes to improve the lifestyles of the and telecommunications. In fact, Trace was This innovation allows individuals with 
disabled. one of the first organizations nationwide to motor impairments to use keyboards effec- 

work in the field of augmentative commu- _ tively. 
The Trace Center was founded in 1971 bya __ nication. The organization developed a 
group of undergraduate students includ- device to help a child with cerebral palsy Today, Trace is involved with many other 
ing the present director of the program, Dr. communicate more effectively. projects, including an accessible cell phone 
Gregg Vanderheiden. “The mission of design, a PDA-type remote control that 
Trace is to advance the ability of elders and Trace has also led the way in developing — will be able to control almost all electronic 
people with disabilities to live independ- many accessibility features used today in devices within the home and around the 
ently and productively using technology." mainstream computer operating systems community, a new voting system using a 
Since its inception, Trace continues to (OS) such as Windows and Apple. These _ tablet interface to simplify and increase the 
thrive. Kate Vanderheiden, program man- features are included on every operating accuracy in voting and new accessible 
ager of the organization, says that one of system package sold, and are designed so | ATM machines. With all of these projects, 

eee ee 
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Trace is interested not == a Se ES pounds. If they break 

only in coming up === i SS Us (cS down, they are very 
with new technology, [== = q i a ee to == difficult to maneuver. 
but with developing [=== a CO SCOUT SS) This problem is due 
new standards to be == eh og a SS | ze mostly to battery 
implemented indus- = | 4 ‘ Se | | weight, so the solution 
try-wide. y =f = will utilize some sort 
Vanderheiden _ says, = OT cn «iy fe == of gas-electric hybrid 
"We keep pushing the NN 4 AS 4 < = motor. It will include 
envelope, showing " e aay y Ls = —— many state-of-the-art 
industry how to do oe J : ; " i | components, including 
better in terms of |, RE ess = d two-wheeled —move- 
accessibility." Poe & ™ | ment and traveling u 

* f if “ : ee —— rf 4 and down stairs. eee 
Similarly, the original _ wh o a es : ley aa ‘ 

mission of UW- Lao nih S : ae | ae) g Martin sees the work 

CREATe was "to help | ee c jee |= oof UW-CREATe as an 
children and adults | — ee 2 exciting branch of his 

with disabilities ~ : | i “Veal & field. "This is the 
improve their quality eo a PF wk ws @ human side of 
of life while regaining ee ie oe eS y (ag 2 mechanical engineer- 

independence, control Students working to redesign the exercise machine (in foreground) used by ing. We are applying 
and productivity." The ped ridden patients. ME design to humans 
organization was as biomechanical sys- 
founded in 2000 by nates the need to "muscle" the passenger tems." 
UW-Madison mechanical engineering pro- back and forth between seats. According to 
fessors Nicola Ferrier, Frank Fronczak, Jay — Dr. Martin, multiple airlines are expressing Both Trace and UW-CREATe are actively 
Martin and the late Terry Richard. UW- interest in this new design, and UW- working to enhance the lifestyles of the eld- 
CREATe continues to grow and participate | CREATe is negotiating with several differ- erly and disabled. However, there is still 
in a wide variety of projects, including the — ent corporations about partnerships. vast potential for more to be done in this 
addition of mechanical and biomedical field. Each organization has plans for 
engineering professors Heidi-Lynn Ploeg Another new UW-CREATe project could future expansion and ambitious dreams for 
and Darryl Thelen to extend the program provide a possible solution for individuals future work. Says Martin, "It is fun and 
to include muscle biomechanics and ortho- with balance problems, especially people quite amazing for us to see how much our 
pedic implant design. with poor vision or blindness. Developed _ engineering skills can add to this field. 

by Professor Paul Bachy-Rita, Dr. Kurt WE 

One project that the center is involved in is | Kaczmarek and Mitch Tyler, the idea is to 
a new design to get wheelchair-bound cus- utilize a "tongue display unit," a device Author Bio: Martin Grasse is a freshman 
tomers on and off of commercial airlines. consisting of 144 electrodes placed on the from Woodbury, Minnesota majoring in 
"This is the single biggest liability problem user's tongue. Biomedical Engineering. 

that airlines have today," says Dr. Martin, 
who is working with several sections of the An attitude sensor is fitted to [7g i 

mechanical engineering senior design the user's head. This feeds tilt y ’ 
class. data to the "display" on the J 

tongue, letting the individual 5 oa 

(i "We keep pushing Know if they are off-balance. S| y 2 ; 
n many of the trials conduct- —_ juyumss 1 ss P 

f om: the envelope, show- ed, the user's balance iH pecs Bey 
a / ing industry how to improved significantly. Rye - te rom 

‘ "»»4| do better in terms Studies show that if the de aul e a aN : 
ae} thilityy device is worn for longer peri-  F Wins 

aa of accessibility. ods of time, the effect is a 4 Ou | ie a 
"retraining," so that the indi- | a 3 BS | pe 

- Dr. Gregg Vanderheiden _ vidual's balance is improved / yy | s el F 

————LL——————= even when not using the [jq, /» Lis Xi a 
device. bw sit i . ) 7 

The current design used by airlines consists sb ; a ih és ho rm) | 2 

simply of a chair designed to fit in the aisle The UW-CREATe team has " Se ba Cs iS a 
of the plane. It involves a risky transfer of big plans for their future, aa N i> \e y = £ 

the customer from chair to seat. This design including the possibility of a | meee ay vg a 

has caused numerous lawsuits for airlines complete overhaul of the Ne 3 
across the country. The new design imple- powered wheelchair. Today's eo . = 
ments a harness system that fits around the _ electric wheelchairs weigh as Students demons trate the last prototype of a wheel- 
torso and waist of the customer. It elimi- much as ___ four-hundred chalf that helps its'user'stand up: 

—S_ 
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INTEGRATION 

J The Uni IL d 
By Sonny Suciawan Teaching Assistant in Math 221. Another The reason why many international stu- 

"reason why many international students dents find it is easier to understand a math 
icture this: An international student, find it easier to take math classes here is class rather than a history class in a foreign 

Precinct his first semester at because of greater exposure to advanced language is that one can view math as a 
UW-Madison, taking four classes math in their home countries at a younger _ separate language. It has its own symbols, 

including calculus and literature. He put age. UW-Madison student Takako vocabulary and sentence _ structure. 
forth his best effort and worked hard to Ichinomiya says that in Japan, most high Formulas cannot be rearranged in any 
tackle any obstacles in both classes. At the _ school graduates already have a very high order and still make sense. They have to 
end of the semester he follow certain rules, order and structure so 
earned an A in calcu- Mages Ce that the person reading them understands 
lus but only a Bin lite [=a Ca | what is being conveyed. y Co ee | 6 y erature, What docs | 7 a. oo ee 
this mean? eee ee i | oe 1g oo | The language of math is unique in that it is 

ee Coe 4 ‘leer | incorporated into languages around the : Aa Re ets Pee NT Se el : . For one, it could mean ee ie . ————C—— |__ world. For the simple equation 1 + 1 = 2- 
that language was not oe a po oe —_} ‘read as "one plus one equals to two" in 
a very significant fac- poe ih af a a’ 0. oe oo os English - there are hundreds if not thou- 
tor when it came to oe 2 ar sands of ways to write or say it in other 
learning math. The a i ag 2 8 _|g languages. In Mandarin it is pronounced 
situation above illus- es re i ee fo 5 . oe @ “yi jia yi deng yu er," in Spanish it is "uno 
trates how the lan- ag se me a 8 ‘2 més uno iguala a dos" and in Indonesian it 
guage barrier might | od a py : Le {° is "satu tambah satu sama dengan dua." 
have little or no effect J ol i — pe oe Hence, the simplest equation has an iden- 
in the calculus class. oe ee es ; oy : Dae 
Kevin confesses that a rd P oe. ho. eg a : 

even though he tried a oe | i. 
his hardest in the liter- [7 a i Pe _ me” | o_o = ie, | ae: ature class, he strug- al ‘ i 2. 0lU ee od 
gled to get that B. He [a | ea ii Phe: oe! oe = 2 be 
could understand Upper left: Marco Loskamp |i i eis ie | 2s | a 
what he was sup- stands poised at the chalk- —— g ae a e j r a 

posed to do, but he board ready to instruct his} 4 ak oY Ce. i ff 4 
had a tough time students about integration. 4 Be : oy = , FPF 
expressing his Although he was born in | \ ow ££ ff; E 

thoughts in writing. Germany and English is his al ie ae ; gy |. Ein 

However, calculus second language, he is a _ ee es ae _ | Coe 7. 
seemed intuitive to Capable TA for Math 221. 2 a fo ae og _ Be 
him and he had an ; ae Po oo . 3 easier time going Lower right: The Stephen|§ LC eo fo bs 2 
AbOutiE, Cole Kleene Mathematics} § fe og 2 

Library houses many different}. a mo , gf aig : - ce Me 3 
Marco Loskamp, a types of mathematics text-|™ ea Los ee De aia @ 
UW-Madison Ph.D, 00ks including many in dif-| 4a 3% ff . ie é 
candidate from _ ferent languages. / Cea ia ae o oe WUT re S @ 
Germany, says, "You oe FM / ae lil 8 

can sit in math classes and, without a pro- aptitude 2 
found understanding of the language, fol- in math 

low the lecture." He recalls that during his because 
first few weeks in the United States, it was they prepare for the university entrance _ tity in four different languages. Though the 
difficult for him to fluently form sentences exams every year. way it is pronounced and written in differ- 
in English. However, he quickly overcame ent languages may not be similar, when 
that language obstacle in his classes, The entrance exam's standard is high and written mathematically it is the same 
because he had recognized many of the the competition tough. To prepare for it, throughout the world. This makes math a 
mathematical symbols and could follow most students receive advanced math edu- very common knowledge that people from 
the lecture easily. He is currently a cation when they are in their teens. different cultures share. 
a —————sOO000CROOOS SS  — ——_—_—ESE—— 
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Ichinomiya was my classmate in calculus 
when I was a student at Edgewood 
College. One thing that always fascinated 
me about the way she went about her class H & 
work was that instead of buying the text- 

book the instructor recommended, she : , 
used a Japanese calculus textbook as refer- : 
ence. She says that the textbook seemed to ) 
explain the concepts more clearly com- fF 4 
pared to the one that the instructor recom- é yy i j oe a 

mended. She also had little or no difficulty [F . gy Dei 
applying what she had learned from her 7a a reining 

Japanese textbook to the exams. ' sf g es A eee 

One way to explain the relative ease of hee ae Serena: 
transitioning math between different cul- LS ST ae ‘| 
tures is to note that it has been important me ee. 
worldwide. From the Babylonians’ use of hoo i Bee 
the sexagesimal number system to record r UNS heat “iy Aibeal ihe ae g 
financial transactions in 30 000 BC to the ; de oe es he iam 53 
abacus used in China in the 14th Century Peed pt ae a Pre tay s 2 
Yuan Dynasty to the current use of math in ; ~ ‘ ee \ ar \ @ 
engineering in basically every civilized : to ae 2 

society in the world, math has always had —_ . _ a 3 
a significant role in society. es ae Bs ° @ 

a eo |) = i 
The advancement of a society and its tech-Ta,ako Ichinomiya sits diligently in the Mathematics Library studying her text- nology heavily depends on math and sci- 69 which happens to be in Japanese. There are many students just like 
ence. In fact, without math, the world — Ichinomiya who use textbooks in their native language. 
today would be very different. Trade 
would be nearly imposible, the global 
economy would be nonexistent and our = 
way of life would be unrecognizable. 

Math's integral role in the world has i = eg et iT 
prompted many to call it the universal lan- | - Residence 
guage. However, Loskamp disagrees, refer- _ So 

ring to it as an international lanpuaee ae ] www. PrivateResHalls, com 
rather than a universal one. He jokingly nes aya Peer 
noted, "If math were universal, then I if ea agit cobigter: 

would like to see someone teach a cow to = { Lee hl ue 
divide." |g Meee 
with the: ‘Sipe eiepaml A4 a if Now Leasing for 

i e increased diversity of the popula- a . 
tion on the Engineering campus, it is i ‘S ail | I : hud a 
important to notice that some people are ‘ a of " * 
not used to the way of life around here. " “ | “ | . 
However, as someone who was in that a ed ow ‘| 1 aga 

position three years ago, I'd have to say a wT ee pperete este 
that it was easier to make that crossover in wee a, Wl a: : Vr nae 

math. After all, 1 + 1 is still equals 2 every- ee ze Ui La tl : 
where. WE ak A spice 

Author Bio: Sonny Suciawan is a senior in 

Industrial Engineering. He fights an uphill Two Bedroom Aparumerns with Private Bathroom and Full Kitchen 
battle daily against the temptation of not FREE High Speed Internet - FREE Local Phone Service 
attending class and keeping awake when All you can Ear COMPLIMENTARY Breakfast Butler - Fine Center 

he does. You can spot him nodding off at ‘Academic Tear, Semester or IZ Month leases Available 
an IE class near you. Rates Starting at $ 45 per 
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ON CAMPUS 

_ Study Abroad 
in the 

By Nate Altfeather ____ Two Students Share Their Experiences 
t any given time inside the build- At the end of high school, students at Stephanie said that she looked on the 

Aw of the engineering campus, Edwin's school in Hong Kong take an "A- _ Internet for engineering schools in the U.S. 
there are students from all around _ level" exam. The score of this exam deter- and saw that Madison was one of the top 

the globe. Often, however, this environ- mines students’ options for higher educa- four. "One of my sister's friends came here, 
ment goes unappreciated amongst the rig- tion. "The score restricts students' options and she liked it," she said. 
ors of engineering curricula. The conversa- for what university they can attend. Also, 

tions that take place between many once you choose a major you cannot It is expensive to come to school in 
American and international students are change your mind." America from another country. Stephanie 
limited to questions regarding tomorrow's and Edwin agreed that it is a luxury to be 
homework. This is one of the reasons that Edwin chose _ able to study in the U.S. "We are very lucky 

to come to study in the United States. to have such good parents," Stephanie said. 
Hopefully this article will make up for "When I graduated high school, | was 

some of that. This article stems from an undecided, and I did not want to choose," It is important to recognize, though, that 

interview of two students, Stephanie Edwin said. He likes that higher education not all international students are here 
Budijono, a Chemical Engineering student in the United States is structured so that because their families can afford it. Some 
from Indonesia, and Edwin Chiu, a one is able to try many things before com- students are on state-sponsored scholar- 
Nuclear Engineering student from Hong  mitting to a major. ships, while others have worked hard to 
Kong. In the next few paragraphs, both get here on their own. 
students share their experiences being "It used to be that a parent sends their child 
away from home while studying abroad in to the United States for college expecting  Whatare the hardest things to get used to? 
the USA. they won't come back," Edwin said. In the Edwin finds it strange that everything is 

; past, the most common reasons for attend- closed by 9 p.m. in Madison. “In Hong 

High School ing college in the United States were quali- Kong, people work from nine in the morn- 

ty of education and job security after grad- ing until nine at night," he said. "At 9 p.m. 
Stephanie's family is from Indonesia, but uation. However, both Stephanie and things just begin to pick up. There is no 

she attended high school in Singapore. Edwin agreed that times are changing. such thing as bed time. On weeknights 
When asked about her reason for leaving | Many students now return home for work, people stay out until one or two in the 
home to attend high school, Stephanie said, _ especially since many engineering jobs are morning. If you say you are going home to 
"The English courses are better there." heading over seas. bed at eleven, people will think you are 
English is a very normal part of primary 
and_ secondary education overseas. "We i | We i fof oe at a Py Ve a 
knew our ABC's by the time we were 4 or | » aN “yt soig RN ‘ a eed . 5 
5," Edwin said. al a es ' ‘ re i ee | a 

Nj ea Mel agree g eo oo ig sia 
Both students thought their pre-college (Peed ated im ar hie “7 r i 
education seemed to prepare them best for — : i te r 4 
mathematics. Regarding college entrance = det : 
exams such as the ACT or SAT, both Edwin a . 

and Stephanie agreed that the English sec- 
tions are toughest. Such difficulty is often 
reflected in the distribution of the scores. a 

(ran a 

“It is not uncommon for students to score N A ‘ i i. P Lo é 
800 [perfect] on the math and 400 on the [Ry A t rea a G i, oe a 5 
English," Edwin said. pated z a FQ Ve ra 

Why the United States? ’ dq Eo KS |e 
Why UW Madison? Stephanie Budijono, a chemical engineering student from Indonesia, is enjoying 

another cold Wisconsin winter. 
——————— ————— ee —————————— 
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sick." Such a difference in bedtime routine > 
explains the large number of international i: 
students at the computer lab at 1 or 2 a.m. * 

on weeknights. ‘ (. \ 

The biggest shock for Stephanie was the ] 

workload. She felt quite overwhelmed e i U | 

when she first arrived. "At first was nerv- | 
ous about going to ask help from a profes- a a 3 

sor. I was afraid I would ask about some- i Cee 4 é 

thing I should know, or I would bother — 4 aS 

him," Stephanie said. "But when I did go i = . Be 

get help, the professors were so open and \ ‘a Bon SS A ~ i © 

happy to mest with me." ° s ~~ é 

Edwin exchanging stories with Nate. 

Both students have experienced difficulties 

with the language differences. "I usually _ different accents is an important part of the studying here. He asked, "Do you know 

understand the main point, but I don't get learning experience of studying abroad," what I mean by fresh chicken? When I was 

analogies or expressions that we don't he said. "If I were to travel to Britain I a kid I remember going to the market with 

learn in English class," Edwin said. He would not understand them, now that I my grandma and seeing a live chicken. 

relies quite heavily on studying the text- have gotten used to the Wisconsin accent." One hour later I was eating it." 

book and notes after lecture. He also finds 

it difficult when other students laugh at Socializing and Entertainment Edwin said that American food is much 

something in lecture, and he doesn't higher in calories than his traditional 

understand the humor. Edwin and Stephanie agree that it is not Cantonese food. "Hong Kong is very 

part of their culture to party as much as unique in the fact that it is right next to the 

Both Stephanie and Edwin say that some- many American students do. Edwin ocean but also has a lot of livestock," he 

times they are nervous about hanging out added, "It is also a feeling of responsibility said. Hence Edwin eats a lot of fresh fish 

with American students because they are to my parents. They are supporting me to and chicken. 

afraid they won't be able to follow the con- be here and I don't want to waste it.” 

versation and "get the jokes." They are also _ Instead of going to the bars, Edwin and his He added that his diet might surprise 

concerned about asking questions that friends usually get together for dinner and — many Americans. "American Chinese food 

might sound silly. conversation. "Sometimes we do go to the _ is not the same as Chinese food in China, 

bars, just not as often," he said. but food is always different around the 

“! never had a fortune cookie ol ‘ aan Even ea ee in 

e . ” win encourages other incoming interna- ina because it caters to the differences in 

until | came to America tional students to ask for help when they market tastes," he said. Interestingly, 

are struggling. "It is hardest the first time Edwin had never had a fortune cookie 
-Edwin Chiu _ to ask for help but it gets easier each time, _ until he came to the United States. 

—_———as and your confidence grows" he said. Still, 
getting together with others who speak the — Both Stephanie and Edwin are very happy 

Another result of language differences is same language helps Edwin relax. with their education at the UW and their 

the fact that many international students Consequently, he tends to spend his free time in the U.S. In the end, when I asked 

have an American name as well as their time with other international students. about the number one thing each would 

birth name in their native language. "Some change, both replied, in unison, "The cold!" 

children have both an English and Chinese Stephanie said most of the international 

name on their birth certificate, but this only _ students she knows date people from their I really enjoyed talking with both Edwin 

happens in more English-influenced own cultural group, adding that if she and Stephanie. In some ways it was like 

places," Edwin said. "Some students don't called home and told her mother that she traveling to new places without the price 

use an American name to preserve their had an American boyfriend, her mom of a plane ticket. I encourage every engi- 

culture. Those of us with American names would say, "Are you sure?" neering student to take the time to allow 

are used to them because we have used their next conversation with an interna- 

them in English classes back at home. On However, Edwin points out that American _ tional student to involve more than loga- 

exams we must write our real name and international students face many of rithms and variables. WE 

because that is how we are registered at the the same dating issues. "In Hong Kong 

university." you can find people who are very tradi- Author Bio: Nate Altfeather is a graduate 

tional when it comes to dating, and you — student studying renewable energy tech- 

According to Edwin, learning cultural les- can find people who are more western- nology in the Biological Systems 

sons is just as valuable as what is learned _ ized," he said. Engineering Department. Nate will gradu- 

from the textbook. When he was a fresh- ate this semester from the Technical 

man, it took him a while to adjust to the Food Communication Certificate Program. This 
speed of conversation as well as the is his first article for Wisconsin Engineer 

"Wisconsinite" accent. "Adjusting to the The lack of "fresh" food is a significant Magazine. 

change Edwin has had to get used to while 
Eel 
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J the finest in eclectic humor 

By: Skye McAllister 

I’m not even going 

to bother explaining, 
just “google it.” 
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Want hands-on experience with 

money management? 

Join our Business department! 

Interested in an advertising career? 

Join our advertising department and 

learn the ropes! 

Or help out in these departments: 

Photography 

Production 

Writing 

Website 
Advertising 

Business 

All Majors Welcome! 
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